
EXPERIENCE
IT ALL
The QUICKIE® QM-7 with SEDEO Ergo Seating and 
SpiderTrac™ 2.0 suspension redefines powered 
wheelchair technology, inside and out. Travel farther,
take on new challenges, and be your independent self
with its superior drive performance, intelligent design,
advanced mechanics, and industry-leading electronics
options. Experience it ALL with the QUICKIE QM-7 
with SEDEO Ergo Seating.

LIVE
WITH
OUT
LIMITS

QUICKIE QM-7 
SEDEO Ergo Seating



EXPERIENCE 
EVERY DESTINATION
QM-7 base with new options and upgrades for superior 
performance.

EXPERIENCE FIT
THAT IS ALL ABOUT YOU
The new SEDEO Ergo seating system is designed to fit 
you like a glove.

EXPERIENCE COMFORT
IN ALL POSITIONS
Power seating with advanced mechanics keep you 
comfortable and supported when tilted, reclined, 
elevated, and in every posture in between.

EXPERIENCE INDEPENDENCE
LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Memory seating, C-Me™ elevate, PG Drives electronics,
built-in Infrared controls, and more allow you to access 
and experience every environment.



Conquer Terrain
The QM-7’s SpiderTrac™ suspension revolutionized mid-wheel-
drive performance with optimized front and rear wheel 
articulation for smooth transitions over various terrains.

The new SpiderTrac™ 2.0 Suspension’s performance springs
keep all 6 wheels to the ground as you take on various 
terrains and adjust your seating positions.

EXPERIENCE 
EVERY 
DESTINATION

QM-7 BASE PERFORMANCE 

Turn on a Dime
Mid-wheel-drive base 
with 20” turning radius 
offers impressive indoor 
maneuverability.

Travel with Confidence
Ultra-reliable 6.0 mph Linix 4-pole motors are the most 
dependable in the industry. 

Weather the Elements
The QM-7 chassis’ steel components are electro-plated 
and powder coated, keeping your chair resistant to 
corrosion even in the harshest conditions.

BE SEEN
The QM-7 with SEDEO Ergo’s lights and indicators allow you to see – and be seen – when driving at night.



EXPERIENCE 
FIT THAT IS
ALL ABOUT
YOU

Armrests
-     Height, width, and angle adjustable

-     Available with trough or gel arm pads

Backrest
-     E2620/2621 code-verified
-     Molded foam base with Visco Foam overlay 

for plush comfort

-     3DX spacer fabric dissipates heat and moisture 
to further protect skin

-     Optional swing-away lateral thoracic supports

Cushion
-     E2607/2608 code-verified JAY Ion cushion
-     Structural foam base with Visco Foam overlay

for plush comfort

-     3DX spacer fabric dissipates heat and moisture
to further protect skin

-     Moisture-resistant inner cover with anti-wicking
seam thread protects foam from moisture build-up

Microclimatic

Keeps skin cool and dry

Stretch 

Reduces surface tension 
to protect skin

Premium Leatherette 

Automotive-inspired style 

Whitmyer® PLUSH pad

Quick-adjust hardware 
for simple customization

INTRODUCING SEDEO ERGO SEATING

Optional Padded Bolsters
-     Offer superior positioning support, while never

lacking style

-     Bolsters swing away for easy transfers

*     Lateral hip supports and knee supports 
also available

Three Upholstery Options Whitmyer®



EXPERIENCE 
COMFORT 
IN ALL 
POSITIONS

Power Recline with Anti-shear
Transitioning in and out of recline doesn’t need to be 
uncomfortable. The SEDEO Ergo’s power recline is supported
by 7" of anti-shear to better maintain the positioning of the
headrest, and even chin control, during recline.

Power Elevating/Articulating 
Centermount Legrest

Proper support of the feet can help reduce pressure on other
areas of the body. With 7.5" of articulation, the Quickie Power
Centermount Legrest ensures your feet are supported by the
footplate as they are elevated and lowered.

ADVANCED MECHANICS 
FOR HEAD-TO-TOE SUPPORT
Tilt, recline, and elevating legrests are known to help realign your posture, manage
edema, relieve pressure, increase seating comfort, reduce fatigue, and improve 
your overall function.

BIOMETRIC REPOSITIONING
Moving out of a reclined position often requires use of the tilt function or assistance from a caregiver to regain a proper
seated posture. The SEDEO Ergo with patented Biometric Repositioning is more effective than any other seating system
when it comes to independent repositioning throughout the day.

When moving from a reclined position to a seated position, the SEDEO Ergo will first pass through an intermediary tilted 
position that uses gravity to realign your pelvis in one smooth, effortless motion. 



EXPERIENCE 
INDEPENDENCE
LIKE NEVER
BEFORE

C-Me™ 12" Elevate with 3mph Drive Speed
C-Me’s 12 inch elevate puts everything at home and at work within your reach. Now, 
exclusively with the QM-7 with SEDEO Ergo, you can travel at YOUR pace when elevated.

MEMORY SEATING WITH SEDEO ERGO
Get the most out of the SEDEO Ergo’s power tilt, recline, elevating legrests, and elevate 
with Memory Seating. Save up to 6 programmable positions, and move to those positions
with the push of a button.
The SEDEO Ergo’s Memory Seating comes pre-programmed in six suggested positions. 
Utilize the preset positions, or program six positions that are completely unique to you.

Seated
Your “home” position.



Pressure Relief
A reclined, tilted, and legs 
elevated position helps 
reduce and relieve pressure
from beneath the pelvis.

Repose
A fully reclined, legs elevated
position allows you to rest.

Transfer
A slight elevate with legs 
extended to the floor assists
with stand-pivot transfers.

Built-In Infrared Controls 
Take control of your environment right from your QM-7. 
Control home appliances such as your TV with built-in IR.

IR
Switch-It® Alternative Drive Controls
If driving your  QM-7 with a traditional joystick is not the best
option for you, Switch-It® alternative drive controls allow you to
fully experience your chair’s driving capabilities and benefits.

Choose from head arrays, chin controls, mini joysticks,
switch boxes, and more.

Advanced Ctrl+5
Conveniently access 5 seating functions with the Ctrl+5 – 
a perfect combination with Memory Seating. Smart back
lighting indicates the function in use. A convenient USB 
port allows you to charge mobile devices.

PG Drives Electronics
Tried and true PG Drives electronics are reliable and easy 
to use. The new CJSM2 joystick’s 4 quick-access buttons
control different functions depending on the MODE you 
are in. For example, in drive mode, control your lights or 
indicators; in seating mode, control elevate or recline.

OTHER BENEFITS
Van Entry
Never worry about getting your seating position just
right for driving into and out of your van. Program it!

Cooking
Use your C-Me™ Elevate and Memory Seating 
to prepare the perfect meal.

Outdoor Driving
A slightly “bucketed,” or tilted, position is a safe 
and secure position for driving outdoors.

Manage Edema
Manage swelling of the lower extremities with 
a combination of tilt and elevated legrests.



HCPCS Code
QM-710: K0861
QM-715: K0862
QM-720: K0884

Drive Wheel Position
Mid

Speed
QM-710: 6 mph
QM-715: 5 mph
QM-720: 8 mph

Weight Capacity                      
QM-710/QM-720: 300 lbs
QM-715 HD: 350 lbs

Overall Weight
without battery: 285 lbs
with battery: 375 lbs

Overall Width
25"

Overall Length
36"

Turning Radius
20"

Driving Range
up to 13.5 miles

Ground Clearance
4"

Seat Widths
16" to 22"

Seat Depths
16" to 22"

STFH
16.5" to 20.5"

Power Seating Options
Tilt
Recline
Elevating Legrests
Elevate

Batteries
Group 24 Flat Top, 
Group 34 Flat Top

Transit
ISO Transit Package

Warranty
Lifetime Limited
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QM-7 with SEDEO Ergo Specifications

Available in five flashy trim colors or stealthy all Black.

CHOOSE YOUR ACCENT COLOR


